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Introduction: Student Worksheet 

 

[1] Hotspots: Listening Comprehension Emily Question 1 

 

 

 

The purpose of this exercise is to give you practice in intensive listening. You will listen to a 

recording very closely so that you will learn to understand fast speech. The recording is by 

Emily, and it lasts less than twenty seconds. Your teacher will play it to you twice. If you 

would like to hear it again, just ask! 

 

Before you listen, read these sentences about Emily. 

 

When she was eighteen, Emily finished school and went to South Africa, 

where she worked in a large secondary school. Before she started 

teaching, she went to a staff meeting where she was given a job to do.  

 

Now listen to Emily explaining what happened at this meeting and answer the question below 

 

At the first staff meeting, what job was Emily given? 

a Head of English 

b Head of technology 

c Head of maths 
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[2] Hotspots: Explore 

 

The most important word (the key word) for the answer is repeated. How many times do you 

hear it? Look at the text below, and listen to the recording again. Write the key word in the 

right hand column where it occurs.  

 

01 they SAID uh  

02 RIGHT  

03 xx xxx’x xxxx x xxxxxxxxxx  

04 TEACHer  

05 xxx xxx’x xxxx xxx  xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx  

06 SO um  

07 so NOW you're HEAD of xxxxxxxxxx  

08 for the enTIRE SCHOOL OF  

09 BOUT FIFteen HUNdred PUPils  

10 xxx xx xxx’x xxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx  

11 to DO xxxxxxxxxx  

 

The words in capital (upper case) letters are prominent – the speaker speaks them louder, 

and more clearly than the other words. The words in lower case letters are non-prominent, 

they are less loud, less clear, and (often) faster than prominent syllables. 

 

Notice that Emily pronounces the word ‘about’ as ‘bout’ – she drops the first syllable, which 

would normally sound like the indefinite article, ‘a’. 

 

Now listen again to the recording, line by line, and write the words that you hear in the table. 

Are there other words with missing sounds? 
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[3] Speed 

Listen to the speech unit at target speed – 200 words per minute.  

 

|| so NOW you’re HEAD of techNOLogy || 

 

then decide whether units A-E are slower, the same speed, or faster. Tick the appropriate 

column. 

 

  slower 
target 
(same) 

faster 

A so NOW you’re HEAD of techNOLogy    

B so NOW you’re HEAD of techNOLogy    

C so NOW you’re HEAD of techNOLogy    

D so NOW you’re HEAD of techNOLogy    

E so NOW you’re HEAD of techNOLogy    

 

 

[4] Rhythm 

Listen and repeat 

 

|| but i SOLD a lot of things || 

|| but i SOLD a lot of THINGS || 

|| but i SOLD a LOT of THINGS || 

 

Circle the prominent syllables. 

 

it was kind of sug-gest-ed  

that we would be teach-ing eng-lish  

um 

which 

was-n't the case 
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[5] Dictation 

Write the words you hear in the gaps. 

 

it was ____ __ sug-gest-ed  

that __ _____ be teach-ing eng-lish  

__ 

_____ 

was-n't ___ ____ 

 

[6] Pronunciation – Emily vowels group 1 

 

Choose a row to work with from the table below. Then, working from left to right, pronounce 

the symbol, the word, the speech unit. 

 

 Original Careful Fluent 

ɪ thing it’s NOT the same THING    

e head so NOW you’re HEAD of techNOLogy    

æ that at THAT LEVel    

ʌ countries in a LOT of AFrican COUNTries    

ɒ job didn’t FEEL it was my JOB    

ʊ would that WE would be TEACHing ENGlish     

 

Listen to each speech unit at three different speeds, original, careful, and fluent. And say 

them at the three different speeds. 

 

 
Tick the columns when you have done the pronunciation work in each line. 

 


